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The God Dialogues is an intriguing and extensive philosophical debate about the existence of God.

Engaging and accessible, it covers all the main arguments for and against God's existence, from

traditional philosophical "proofs" to arguments that involve the latest developments in biology and

physics. Three main characters represent the principal views: Theodore Logan, the theist; Eva

Lucien, the atheist; and Gene Sesquois, the agnostic. Their debate takes place during a

post-college cross-country road trip during which Gene expresses dismay over his future. He wants

to do something meaningful with his life but is at a loss as to how to proceed, despite having just

earned a degree in engineering. Gene's quandary precipitates a discussion of the meaning of life

and its connection to God's existence. This in turn leads to vigorous debates about morality and

theism, evidence for and against God's existence, probability and the rationality of belief, and the

relationship between faith and reason. The strongest arguments from all three perspectives are

fairly represented. An annotated list of suggested readings directs readers to relevant and helpful

primary sources.Assuming no background knowledge, The God Dialogues is ideal for courses in the

philosophy of religion, an excellent supplement for introduction to philosophy courses, and a

compelling introduction for anyone with an interest in the subject.
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"This is a splendid book. The authors have thorough and up-to-date knowledge of the material, and

their negotiation of the overall dialectic is extremely sharp. It will be the best introductory text on this

topic on the market. The dialogues present a fair and balanced account of the arguments, and for



that reason the book will be an attractive option, even in conjunction with an anthology."--Derk

Pereboom, Cornell University"The greatest strength of the book is its combination of readability with

commendable thoroughness in the topics undertaken. The level is generally perfect for introducing

this material to undergraduates."--J. Gregory Keller, Indiana University-Purdue University

Indianapolis"A darn good book." --Robert Gressis, California State University, Northridge

Torin Alter is Professor of Philosophy at the University of Alabama.Robert J. Howell is Associate

Professor of Philosophy at Southern Methodist University.They are the coauthors of A Dialogue on

Consciousness (OUP, 2008).

Dilvered on time and undamaged!

An excellent introduction to the themes and arguments of Philosophy of Religion.

Definitely provides great insight from the three different perspectives of the existence of God

Super easy for philosophy virgins to understand.

This was a required reading book. I found it helpful. There were 3 friends going on road trip and

broke down the views of philosophy on the way.

Great book

this book was very helpful in my Philosophy classes. the condition was i think good for the price i

bought it at. the cover and back was a little smudged with ink, but the pages were in good condition.

there were no tears, no writing in the pages, and no bends in the corners. it was worth it.

This book does a number of things very well. It serves as an introduction to the philosophy of

religion that covers a significant amount of territory while at the same time dealing with issues in

some depth. While it does introduce the reader to issues and arguments, it is challenging without

being impenetrable and accessible without insulting the reader's intelligence. If you work through

this book (something that is easy to do, by the way, because the dialogues are fun to read), you

come to see how things look from very different perspectives. If you want to know why reasonable



and thoughtful people come to believe that God exists, this book shows that it is not just by some

"leap of faith" that you can end up a believer. There are rational arguments for God's existence. Are

they successful? It is hard to say. The atheists and agnostics get to offer their responses and the

reader can decide who has the upper hand in this debate. The authors show that there is a

difference between atheism and "new atheism". If you want to know why some reasonable and

thoughtful people believe there is no God, you can see that there are actual reasons that could lead

someone to conclude that there is no God. It's nice to see atheism get a fair hearing and atheistic

arguments offered that show that there is more to the atheist's perspective than is captured in

Hitchens or Harris. There is also a nice discussion of the significance of religious belief (or lack

thereof) in a person's life.While this book is written by philosophers, I imagine that non-philosophers

will really enjoy this book. It would make an excellent gift for the literate theist, atheist, or agnostic in

your life.
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